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An old result of A.F. Stevenson [Phys. Rev. 59, 842 (1941)] concerning the Coulomb-
Kepler quantum problem on the three-dimensional (3D) hypersphere is generalized to
radial Schroedinger equations on 3D spaces of constant curvature with the curvature
index explicitly included in the mathematical framework. Contrary to Stevenson, we
show in detail how to get the hypergeometric wavefunction for the hydrogen atom case.
Finally, we make a comparison between the constant curvature effects and minimal length
effects for the hydrogen spectrum.
1. Ever since Schroedinger rst considered the hydrogen atom in a space of constant
curvature,1 (actually, he studied the problem for the 3D hypersphere), quantum
mechanics in curved spaces has been of strong interest due to possible astrophysical
and cosmological applications.2
The aim of this work is to present a discussion of the radial Schroedinger problem
in 3D spaces of constant curvature including explicitly the curvature parameter in
the formalism, thus being more general from the mathematical standpoint than any
previously done and entailing early works as particular cases. In the nal part of
the work we discuss possible fundamental length eects and provide a comparison
with the constant curvature one.
2. We start by recalling the famous result of Schroedinger,3 who showed by his
factorization method that the eigenspectra of the Kepler motion and that of the 3D












where B is the Rydberg constant, a1 is the Bohr radius, and R denotes the radius
of curvature of the Universe. As commented by Schroedinger, this formula allows
for a smooth transition from ‘bound’ to ‘free’ motion for n  1018, the crowding
of the Bohr (Rydberg) states gradually going into the crowding that represents the
continuum. After the rst impetus given by Schroedinger, several other authors,
among whom we mention Infeld, Stevenson, Higgs, Leemon, Barut and Wilson,4
contributed to further mathematical clarications of the problem. Recently, De-
bergh studied the isotropic oscillators of various dimensionality in curved space by
means of Witten’s supersymmetric quantum mechanics,5 whereas Bonnor investi-
gated the eects of cosmic expansion on the hydrogen atom.6
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In a three dimensional space of constant curvature the equivalent of the time-










the potential function, and κ = 2mh¯2 Eκ is the eigenvalue parameter. Using polar
coordinates, for which gκ,ij = diag(1, S2κ(r), S
2
κ(r) sin
2 θ), where the curved sinus
Sκ(r) is sin(r), r, sinh(r) for positive (κ > 0), zero (κ = 0), negative curvature













+ Uκ(r) − κ
]
Ψκ(r) = 0 . (2)
This radial equation does not reduce to the standard 1D Schroedinger form with
an eective potential but instead still contains a rst derivative term of the type
− 2Tκ(r)Ψ
′
κ(r), where Tκ(r) is a similar notation for the curved tangent function as
that for the curved sinus. Elimination of this term, leading to various so-called
normal forms of Eq (2), can be done in many ways as exemplied by the works
on the relevant case of hydrogen atom in curved space of positive curvature. Of
course, up to gauge factors the solution does not depend on the employed method.
In addition, the radial coordinate should be dimensionless, but this depends on
the length scale introduced through the coupling constant of the potential. For
example, in the case of the hydrogen atom one should take as units of length the
Bohr radius h2/me2.
3. We present now details on the (Coulomb-Kepler) hydrogen atom problem
in spaces of constant curvature for which the potential is cotr and cothr − 1 for
positive and negative curvature, respectively. Using the change of the independent
variable y = (
p










− l(l + 1)
1 + y2
]
Ψκ = 0 , (3)




curvature κ = 1, Eq. (3) is precisely Stevenson’s equation 2.




2F1(l + 1 + qκ − qκ, l + qκ + qκ, 2l + 2; 1− e2i
p
κr) , (4)
where 2F1 is the hypergeometric function that can be shown to be the Jacobi poly-
nomial P 2l+1,−n+iα1/n−l−1n−l−1 (2e
2i
p











is one of the two gauge parameters (see below).
As usual, the eigenspectrum is obtained from the condition that the hypergeo-
metric series terminates, i.e., l + 1 + qκ − qκ = −n0 and employing n = n
′












The solution given in (4) can be obtained by passing y ! i(1 − 2u), and next
u ! 1/z, leading to an equation for a function, say g(z), for which a gauge change
of the type g(z) = zp(1 − z)qκF (z) is applied. This leads to the equation for the
function F
z(1− z)F ′′ + [2 + 2p− 2(p + qκ + 1)z]F ′ + C(z)F = 0 , (7)
where the coecient C(z) depends also on the set (p, q, l, iα1/2
p
κ, λκ) and can
be reduced to a constant of the hypergeometric type, −ab, if the following two
conditions are imposed
p2 + p = l(l + 1) , (8.1)






Thus, one is led to a hypergeometric equation whose nal physical solution is given
by Eq. (4). From the equations (7), (8.1), (8.2) the following identication of the
hypergeometric parameters a, b and c in terms of the gauge parameters p (l) and
qκ can be obtained
a + b + 1 = 2(p + qκ + 1) , (9.1)
ab = l(l + 1) + 2qκ(p + 1)− i α12pκ , (9.2)
c = 2p + 2 = 2l + 2 . (9.3)
4. We now show that the flat space limit of Eq. (4) leads to the textbook result
in terms of associated Laguerre polynomials.
Writing Ψκ / (Sκ(r))le−i
p
κr(2qκ+l)
2F1(a, b, c; 1− e2i
p
κr), (r being measured in
radians), and taking into account the following limits
lim
κ!0
Sκ(r) / r + O(r) , (10.1)
lim
κ!0














a / 1 + l + iα1
2λ



























, 2l + 2;−2ipκr) . (11)
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Using the denition of the confluent hypergeometric function















, 2l + 2; 2
√
jλ0jr) , (13)
and since 1F1(−n′ , 2l + 2; z) / L2l+1n′ (z) and λ0 is the κ ! 0 limit from above in
(6), it may be seen that we reach the right flat space result.
5. At the request of the Editor, we briefly discuss recent \minimal length" eects
that may carry signicance for the H-atom.8 These eects lead to modications of
the uncertainty relations and are related to either vogue ideas implied by string
theories and non-commutative geometry, or by any type of possible non-pointlike
structures within any quantum particle,9 in our case the electron. At the formal
level, a rather general procedure of modifying the uncertainty principles is provided
by the Kempf-Mangano-Mann10 change of the mixed commutator in the Heisenberg
algebra
[x^i, p^j] = ih(δij + βp^ip^j + βδij p^2) (14)
where
p
β = L/h is a deformation parameter introducing the new length scale L
in the problem at hand. If gravitational eects are taken into account there are
minute modications in other commutators as well.11
In the rst perturbative order in β the consequences of this ‘minimally’ modied
Heisenberg algebra on the H-spectrum have been recently studied by Brau.12 We












As one can see, the correction is always positive and is maximal for the ground state,
leading to a relative decrease QL = B/B = −20(L/a1)2 of the hydrogen ionization
energy. Within each n multiplet the eect is maximal, jB/Bj  4(L/a1)2(8n −
3)/n4, for the l = 0 levels. This suggests looking to the accuracy in the frequency
data for the 1S− 2S transition, which at the present time is 1KHz.13 The precision
in the energy dierence between the two levels is about 10−12 eV, implying L  0.01
fm. If we discard any non-pointlike structure within the electron and claim that a
fundamental length scale parameter may be only the Planck length, L = LP , then
QP = −20(LP/a1)2  −2  10−48.
Putting together in the H-spectrum the extremely small fundamental eects

















For the ground state, n = 1, the constant curvature (or Schroedinger) eect does
not contribute and one is left with the minimal length eect (for the Planck case of
Hydrogen atom 5
order 10−48 as aforementioned). For n = 2, the cosmological eect is of the order
jB/Bj  10−72, whereas the order of a Planckian eect is jB/Bj  10−49. The
two eects become comparable (of order 10−48−10−49) around n = 105, but this is a
Rydberg region as yet unavailable, not to mention the Schroedinger range n = 1018
where the cosmological eect is of order one. The present day detected Rydberg
atoms are at n  103. However, all these hopeless estimates change drastically for
L  LP and/or in strong local curvature elds.
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